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Lyrics Written By RIO DIO


Chorus 
Ooo 

Rio on that smooth

say they wanna work but they aint Make moves  

Fire 

Camplife 7 days, I aint here to play

i’m here to straighten up the game


get em mad right

live ur life

Get that work 

night shift over time


G for gettin that shit

G string in my ass ,C for the cash
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v1

White shirt soaked, No bra under

pure water from the na na, Na na pure thunder

Bomb be my pussy on grenades explosive

The Lights turn on, it detect slow motion

Bring the bad bitches to the front with a beer case

Leave the fake friend home make em vacate

Make em match the front, Poof gone on a butter face

level on expert,  Make a dude chase

Get the Bronze on that ass, he wanna beat that

And I Dash on em stacy if he aint eat that

And I’m flames barbie q, got that propane

U want beef wit a bitch, I’m a serve that burger plane

Flows on water, Rio make it drip

Caution wet floor, when a bitch slip

I Tuck nip, and give no shit

nibble on the nipple then he bite on his lip

 


Chorus

Ooo 

Rio on that smooth

say they wanna work but they aint Make moves  

Fire 

Camplife 7 days, I aint here to play

i’m here to straighten up the game


get em mad right

live ur life

Get that work in

night shift over time


G for gettin that shit

G string In my ass ,C for the cash
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v2

I’m a bandit, I’m candid, my pussy taste like candy

He wanna get up In my tool box like he handy

And a bitch text back now cuz I’m winning

But I block a bitch, shoulda blocked from beginning 

Got that gold mine mentally he diggin 

Fuck a 9-5 salary I want money I can swim in 

And I drown u when I’m spittin cuz I’m spitting making wave

Shooting metaphors, straight jacket w/ a Straight face

Now put the oven on a timer make the cheese bread - what

I hit the homies with some news on the Pre- set - what

We get the money even if it’s on the Weeknd 

Bat the lashes on my eyes honey pie pecan 

Keep the circle small- funion, Rio keep him cumin

Pure water drippin off sweetsweat like I’m runnin

and I press my claws,  kitty never on pause

cuz I got the type of kitty that deserve a round of applause


Chorus

Ooo 

Rio on that smooth

say they wanna work but they aint Make moves  

Fire 

Camplife 7 days, I aint here to play

i’m here to straighten up the game


get em mad right

live ur life

Get that work in

night shift over time


G for gettin that shit

G string in my ass ,C for the cash
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